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Abstract:
Brands invest in and cultivate social media communities in an effort to promote to and engage with consumers. This allows marketers both to facilitate word-of-mouth effects and to extract consumer insights. However, research has shown that online word-of-mouth appearing on social media is often subject to bias. Typically, this bias is negative and, if word-of-mouth affects brand performance, has the potential to damage the brand. In this paper, we analyze the behavior of 170 million unique users pertaining to the Facebook fan pages of more than 3000 brands to measure bias and identify factors associated with the presence of bias. We present methodology that measures latent brand favorability based on observed likes and comments on the brand’s Facebook page, adjusting for any positivity (or negativity) bias exhibited by individual users based on their behavior across brands. Research has shown that users vary in their tendencies to express positive opinions. This variation in users’ positivity can be a source of bias in the brand’s social media community. We validate our brand favorability measure against Millward Brown’s BrandZ rankings, which is based on both the financial performance of brands and traditional brand tracking surveys. We then measure bias as the difference between observed social media sentiment and our proposed brand favorability measure and examine how bias differs across brand pages. We specifically consider the effects of various factors related to the quality of the brand community (e.g., number of followers, number of comments and likes, variance in sentiment), brand traits (e.g., industry sector, size of firm, general popularity), and brand activity (e.g., posting behavior, news mentions). We find that smaller brand communities with limited opinion variance are positively biased. This poses challenges for brands in terms of how they can leverage their brand communities.
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